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MEMO FOR RECORD - STEVE HEIDE PSYCHO

Went to Bad Boy to watch sunset over water. Gates open.
Reynold's house looks somewhat abandoned but the day before a
figure was seen lurking in the dusk and going into barn where the old
woman used to hide for days at a time so that she could jump out to
scare me.
Drove to Sunset Lot to check on steamboat lights and check for
poachers on opposite shore. Stayed at least 100+ feet on our side of
the property line.
Heide came out of house and shined high powered lights in direction
of my vehicle. Then turned on strobe lights and began mimicking
scene from LONG PIG, crying out in a high pitched but male voice:
"Come here piggy. I'm coming to get you piggy" while shining the
light and the strobe.
Then a single air rifle shot was heard but I was far enough back into
the trees on our lot that the shot didn't hit my Jeep this time.
I was afraid to start the Jeep and turn on the lights as it would have
made me a greater target in the dark so I called Waterwood Security.
The man on duty (Carter) came and parked in the street, shone his
spotlight on Heide's house to make sure he wasn't lurking in the dark
with a gun, and waited for me to come out from my lot under his
protection.
Security guy Carter who I believe is licensed "peace officer" showed
me his 9mm chrome pistol and told me that if he had seen Heide with
the air rifle pointing it toward me he would have taken him to jail.
Heide is on my "suspect list" of who may have started the "mystery
fire" after Ringler's birthday pafty on Veteran's Day.
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